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Foreword
Do the new challenges we face in the 21st century, such as ageing populations, climate
change and rising inequality demand new tools of measurement and new ways of
valuing progress?
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is an essential tool, directly informing the decision-making process of policy makers and
central banks around the world. It provides a way to gauge the health of a country’s economy, tracking consumption and
expenditure. It is also used by business executives, investors, journalists and academics, guiding their analysis and strategic
decisions. However, one can observe that GDP’s use often goes beyond its intended purpose as a measure of economic
outcomes as actors also employ it as the sole accounting metric to measure national welfare. The limitations of GDP
accounting can lead to misinterpretations of the current state and direction of travel of economies and societies.
The foundations of GDP were laid down in the 1930s following a report by Simon Kuznets. His report provided US
policy makers with reliable data to show what the economy was producing year on year, at a time when it was
plummeting into the Great Depression. The usefulness of the tool in this context led to its rapid spread and adoption
around the world. However, Kuznets was the first to recognise that it shouldn’t be used as a tool for all decision making
and that it failed to capture the broader welfare or wellbeing of a country. As this report finds, there are several flaws of
GDP accounting such as overlooking economic inequality and environmental externalities. These will be discussed and
analysed in turn in Section 1 using a sample of Asian countries as case studies. Section 2 then explores what alternative
national accounting metrics exist and evaluates the merits of each. Finally, Section 3 explores the barriers to adoption of
these alternative metrics, asking why GDP remains the dominant tool for measuring national welfare.
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1. Flaws of GDP
Accounting in Asia
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Summary
In the Asian context, we find that the flaws of using GDP to measure national wellbeing lead to significant
misinterpretations of the current state of economies and societies. For each of the main GDP flaws that we identified,
we devised proxy indicators that helped us examine whether these flaws lead to an over- or underestimation of national
wellbeing.
More specifically,
• High education inequality in Asian countries leads to an overestimation of national wellbeing by GDP
• Relatively positive debt outlook leads to an underestimation of economic performance by GDP
• Significant variation in international income transfers across the sample countries leads to misrepresentation of
wellbeing by GDP
Overall, based on countries’ performance on the issues that constitute GDP’s flaws, we find the metric presents a
significant overestimation of national wellbeing in Cambodia, Thailand, and Vietnam. Conversely GDP presents a
significant underestimation of wellbeing in the Philippines and Indonesia.
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Introduction
The rise of GDP

GDP flaws and the need for change

GDP measures a country’s economic activity at market
prices. Developed into its current form in the mid-20th
Century by John Maynard Keynes, it comprises an
aggregation of private consumption (C), investment (I),
government spending (G), and net exports (X) and
imports (M). This formula is denoted as:

The creation of GDP met a need for an aggregated
measure for national accounting purposes, at a time
when output consisted mostly of homogenous and
material goods. Its wide-use today shows the continued
need for aggregate metrics in national accounting.
However, in the modern era of globalisation,
digitisation and ecological uncertainty, the nature of
this need has changed. New accounting metrics must
leverage the steadily growing body of available data to
support a more sophisticated global goal of sustainable
development. Many attempts at developing an
alternative or enhanced national accounting metric have
had a mixed reception, failing to find wide uptake.
However, as one economist writes in Nature magazine:
“when we recognize how briefly economic growth has
held such prominence in policy circles, dethroning it
seems less improbable”.2

GDP = C + I + G + (X - M)
GDP was quickly adopted by countries across the
world. Proponents considered the metric critical to gain
insight into countries enduring post-war economic
turmoil. Instrumental in its wide adoption was the
USA’s stipulation that any country receiving
international aid through the Marshall Plan should
measure its GDP. Measuring GDP later became a
requirement for all members of the United Nations.
Despite its economic foundations, GDP has come to
represent a broader picture of societal wellbeing.
GDP’s dominance can be attributed to a small number
of key trends observed over its short history. Firstly,
GDP growth is considered synonymous with rising
quality of life via increases in national average income.
Secondly, Okun’s Law, observed in 1962, attests a
strong negative correlation between GDP and
unemployment, a trend that is consistently upheld in
the forecasts of economists1. Thirdly, consistent growth
in GDP facilitates access to capital through improved
debt financing and inward investment. Such
convergence between GDP growth and other major
economic yardsticks helped to enhance its status.
Today, GDP growth constitutes a proxy for national
progress and a policy objective in its own right.
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To better understand the opportunity for adopting
alternative national accounting metrics we consider a
comprehensive list of GDP flaws in the context of
sustainable development. We then conduct analysis to
assess how a sample of Asian countries provided by
Stewart Investors performs on the issues underlying
each flaw. The results of this analysis show the extent
to which the sole use of GDP under or overestimates
national wellbeing across our sample. The ten flaws of
GDP identified in our review are now described.

Ball, Jalles, and Loungani, (2014)
(2010)

2 Victor
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The 10 flaws of GDP
1. GDP overlooks economic inequality
Research shows that although economic growth
broadly correlates with measures of national welfare;
the within-country distribution of income is a
significant mitigating factor in this relationship3,4. The
failure to reflect inequality is problematic in an era of
growing discrepancy between rich and poor.5

2. GDP overlooks environmental externalities
Environmental impacts are either unaccounted for or,
if internalised, recorded as an economic contribution
through clean-up costs or healthcare resulting from
pollution.

3. GDP ignores capital wealth, measuring only
flows
Measuring an economy using GDP shows national
income and thus sheds no light on the country’s wealth,
which plays a significant role in generating wellbeing.
Relying solely on this singular dimension is likened to
“judging a company by its quarterly profits, without
ever peeking at its balance-sheet.6 The wealth of an
economy is strongly linked with intangible qualities
such as its human or natural capital and its
measurement presents a significant challenge. From a
sustainable development perspective, if a country uses
finite stocks, such as oil reserves to generate income, it
is on a highly unsustainable path.7

4. GDP ignores international income transfers
Globalization, through increased economic integration
between countries, has led to a divergence of GDP
from net national income. Earnings generated by

country residents are sent abroad, whilst they in turn
can also receive income generated abroad. Once
considered to be zero-sum, these international transfers
can considerably impact the accuracy of GDP, with
some economies reliant upon an influx of earnings
received from workers abroad. Moreover, some
countries incentivise corporations to domicile in their
borders to boost the local economy; foreign owners of
such businesses typically withdraw profits back to their
country of residence.

5. GDP neglects non-market activities
Due to its reliance on formal market transactions, GDP
overlooks all activities that occur for free, such as
childcare or volunteering, and informal sector
employment, such as within family businesses or the
‘black market’. Because informal activities are
completely undervalued by GDP they become at risk of
neglect by policy makers.7 Moreover, perverse
incentives may be created where GDP growth can be
achieved by transferring informal activities to the
formal market. For example, the transfer of childcare
from parents to professional carers will constitute
growth in GDP, but does not necessarily create a social
benefit.

6. GDP could incentivise overinvestment and
wasteful spending
Overspending and wastefulness are reflected by GDP
as a positive contribution. government expenditure
always translates to an increase in GDP irrespective of
cost-efficiency or the impact generated. Keynesian
economics proposes that government spending should
be used as a tool to stimulate growth during economic
downturns. In practice, ensuring effective government

3Easterlin

(1974)
(2016)
5Hardoon (2017)
6The Economist (2012)
7UNU-IHDP and UNEP (2014)
4Kesebir
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spending is extremely complex. During the recent
economic crisis numerous governments found fiscal
stimulation to create a limited effect on economic
growth.8 Moreover, poor decisions can create
unforeseen maintenance costs or an unsustainable debt
burden over the long term. The consequences of such
policies are born out in numerous countries across the
world, with “ghost cities, empty buildings and bridges
to nowhere in Japan, China and Europe”.9

7. GDP could incentivise debt accumulation
GDP does not show the level of debt used to finance
consumption and investment. While debt repayments
are recorded in GDP, the general amount of
accumulated debt is not. In recent periods of economic
growth debt levels in advanced economies grew
significantly. However, the 2008 financial crisis abruptly
brought debt-to-GDP ratios into focus. They have
since been a major point of concern for economists,
investors and policymakers. Post-crisis levels of central
government debt in advanced economies have
approached their highest level in two centuries.10 In the
case of emerging economies, which make up most of
the fifteen countries of our Asian sample, a significant
deleveraging of government debt before the financial
crash has allowed for a more promising outlook.

8. GDP accounts government services at cost
instead of value
Services provided by the government are accounted as
costs linked to their provision. However, costs are not a
good proxy for the value generated across society or
the longevity of the benefits accrued.11 For example,
the cost of a vaccination is vastly disproportionate to
the resulting life-long immunity to disease.

9. GDP lacks a ‘values’ perspective
GDP is a non-discriminatory measure; no values
judgement is applied and thus activities are counted
solely on economic grounds. As a result GDP makes
no distinction between death and birth, incarceration
and education, or marriage and divorce other than by
the financial transactions involved. Decisions in the UK
and Italy to include the drug trade and prostitution in
their GDP demonstrate the challenges involved in this
non-discriminatory view12; with the welfare
contributions of such activities open to debate.

10. GDP lacks quality differentiation of
products and services
Since the inception of GDP, the shape and structure of
our economies have shifted dramatically. We have
entered an era defined by consumer services and digital
and technology innovations. In such circumstances,
formidable advances in computing power and Internet
speed fall outside of the scope of GDP accounting.
Also overlooked are the unprecedented levels of ease
and efficiency experienced by consumers. Previously
paid-for items such as maps, encyclopaedias, and media
are all consumed for free in their digital forms13. Such
rates of advancement are rarely reflected in prices and
are thus missed out from GDP entirely.
To take account of the flaws of GDP described here is
to accept the limitations of the metric’s economic
purview. The next step of our research seeks to shed
light on how each flaw creates a limited account of
national wellbeing in the Asian context. For the sample
of countries provided by Stewart Investors, indicators
have been prescribed to assess the issues underlying
each flaw of GDP compared to a global sample.

8Coy

(2014)
(2015)
10 Reinhart and Rogoff (2013)
11The Economist (2016)
12O’Connor (2014)
13The Economist (2016)
9Das
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Methodology: Assessing the flaws of GDP in
Asia
We examined whether a number of identified GDP
flaws lead to an over- or underrepresentation of
national welfare. A sample of fifteen Asian countries
was provided by Stewart Investors. Each country’s
performance was assessed against each flaw and
compared to a global sample.
The methodology involves four main stages:

1. Identify
and assign
proxies to
GDP flaws

2. Collect
and process
data

3. Conduct
global
comparison
of
performance

4. Generate
sample
scores and
heat map

1. Identify and assign proxies
Each GDP flaw was assigned between one and three
proxy indicators to measure the respective issues across
the sample countries. To identify proxies, we conducted
desk-based research reviewing and comparing a range
of potential data sets and approaches. Indicators were
chosen on the basis of data availability (geographical
and historical), the credibility of the provider, and
suitability to the respective GDP flaw. In cases where
no sufficient data could be identified, we used other
available data to compute the proxy.

2. Collect and process data to populate proxy
indicators
To populate the proxy indicators, datasets comprising
the most recent values were compiled from a variety of
online sources, forming one master database. These
data sets are considered ‘best-in-class’ based on the
selection criteria. To ensure confidence in the database
we tested whether the position of outliers and
countries’ general performance could be explained and
verified by the literature. The final sample includes 189
countries selected based on their inclusion in the United
Nations Development Programme (UNDP HDR)
Human Development Report. Countries were
eliminated countries from our dataset if they were
considered anomalies, such as small island nations.
For a small number of proxies, further data processing
was required. For example, to attain data on debt
accumulation, we used government debt statistics from
the IMF between 2011 and 2015 and calculated the rate
of change in debt-to-GDP ratios over five years. Table
1 shows all proxy indicators for each flaw of GDP.
Please see appendix 1 for details of the data sets and
computation methods.
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Table 1. GDP flaws and associated proxy indicators
GDP FLAW

1. Overlooks economic inequality

PROXY INDICATOR

Inputs: education inequality (% of school years foregone to achieve
inequality )
Outcomes: income inequality (% of income foregone to achieve
inequality)
Local: Natural resource depletion (% of GNI)

2. Overlooks environmental externalities

Global: CO2 emissions (metric tons per capita)

3. Ignores capital wealth, measuring only
flows

Consumption of fixed capital (% of GNI)

4. Ignores international income transfers

Income transfers (% of GDP)

5. Neglects non-market activities

Share of persons in informal employment (% of total non-agricultural
employment)

6. Incentivizes overinvestment and
wasteful spending

Wastefulness of government spending (survey score, 1 - 7)

Adjusted net savings (% of GNI)

Size: General Gross government Debt (% of GDP)
7. Incentivizes debt accumulation

8. Accounts government services at cost
instead of value

9. Lacks a ‘values’ perspective

Accumulation: Average change in debt-to-GDP ratio (2011-2015, %)

Residual values in the relationship between Health expenditure and the
HDR Health Index score
Residual values in the relationship between Education expenditure and
the HDR Education Index score
Differential growth rate in prisoner and (primary) teacher populations
(2010-2014, % difference)
Ratio of prisoner to (primary) teacher populations (# per 100,000)
Availability of latest technologies (survey score, 1 - 7)

10. Lacks quality differentiation of
products and services

Internet quality: internet bandwidth (bits per second per internet user)
Mobile phone subscriptions (# per 100 people)
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3. Conduct global comparison of
performance
To generate more descriptive performance statistics for
each country in the Asian sample we compared each
countries position relative to the global sample. The
approach was intended to translate raw data, for
example CO2 emissions per capita, into a value that
shows a country’s precise performance level compared
to others in the data range. The values generated in this
stage of the analysis describe a country’s position
relative to global peers and thus show whether it is a
global leader, laggard or middle ranking country.
Relative values were achieved by calculating each
country’s (C) distance from the median score (M). The
distance is then expressed as a percentage of the
interquartile range (IQR). The formula used to calculate
relative performance is:
Relative performance (%) = (C – M) / IQR
For example, a figure of 0% shows a country performs
in line with the median value. A figure of more than
50% shows a country lies within the highest quartile
and a figure of less than -50% shows a country lies in
the lowest quartile. In more extreme cases, a figure of
200% would show a country outperforms the global
median by twice the distance of the interquartile range.

Table 2. Scoring descriptors
DESCRIPTION

SCORE

Country performance is lower than the median
country for this indicator by >200% of the
interquartile range

1

Country performance is lower than the median
country for this indicator by between 100% to 200%
of the interquartile range

2

Country performance is lower than the median
country for this indicator by between 50% to 100% of
the interquartile range

3

Country performance is lower than the median
country for this indicator by between 0% to 50% of
the interquartile range

4

Country performance is higher than the median
country for this indicator by between 0% to 50% of
the interquartile range

5

Country performance is higher than the median
country for this indicator by between 50% to 100% of
the interquartile range

6

Country performance is higher than the median
country for this indicator by between 100% to 200%
of the interquartile range

7

Country performance is higher than the median
country for this indicator by >200% of the
interquartile range

8

4. Generate heat map
The heat map of GDP accounting flaws in Asia is
based on the relative values generated in stage 3.
Countries are scored between 1 and 8 depending on
their distance from the median. Table 2 shows how the
scoring is allocated. Table 3 is a heat map showing the
fifteen Asian countries’ performance relative to the
global sample.

Table 3 on page 13 shows how the sample of Asian
countries performs on the issues underlying each of the
flaws of GDP. These are then analysed country by
country on pages 14-21.
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Results
The scores show whether each country performs better or worse on an issue relative to the global sample of 189 countries.
A score from 1 to 8 is given for all indicators. A number between 1 and 4 (red) shows a country performs worse on this
issue compared to the global median and that GDP is an overestimation of national wellbeing. A score between 5 and 8
(green) shows that a country performs better than the global median on this issue and thus GDP is an underestimation of
national wellbeing or a measure of low accuracy for the respective flaw. Across the entire scale, a score of 1 shows that a
country is a global laggard, whilst 8 represents a global leader.

Vietnam

Thailand

Sri Lanka

Singapore

Philippines

Pakistan

Myanmar

Malaysia

Indonesia

India

Korea

Japan

China

Proxy indicators

Cambodia

GDP flaws

Bangladesh

Table 3. Heat map showing the relative performance of Asian countries on indicators for the 10 flaws of GDP accounting

Income inequality

Overlooks economic inequality

Education inequality
Adjusted savings: natural resource depletion
CO2 Emissions per capita
Consumption of fixed capital
Ignores capital wealth, measuring
only flows
Adjusted Net savings
Ignores international income
Income transfers relative to GDP
transfers
Share of persons in informal employment of
Neglects non-market activities
total non-agricultural employment
Incentivizes overinvestment and
Wastefulness of government spending
wasteful spending
General government gross debt
Incentivizes debt accumulation
Average change in government Debt-to-GDP
Overlooks environmental
externalities

Accounts government services at
cost instead of value
Lacks ‘values’ perspective

Health residual
Education residual
Differential growth rate in prisoner and
teacher populations
Ratio of prisoner to teacher populations
Availability of latest technologies
International internet bandwidth

Lacks quality differentiation of
products and services

Mobile phone subscriptions

Country mean score

1
No data available

2

3

Global Laggard

4

5

6

4.8 4.1 4.6 4.3 4.8 4.3 4.9 4.7 4.4 4.4 5.0 5.4 4.8 3.9 4.1

7

8

Global Leader
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Country analysis

Bangladesh
• Bangladesh receives a large proportion of its income
from abroad due to the significant proportion of overseas
workers sending remittance payments; these transfers
and the resulting income boost are not captured in
GDP.
• GDP fails to reflect both the significant education
inequality (inputs) and income (outcomes) observed in
Bangladesh.
Overall, our results show that the Bangladesh economy
tends to outperform the global sample on issues that
GDP does not account for. Therefore, sole use of
GDP as a national metric results in an underestimation
of national wellbeing. One notable finding is the
country’s comparatively high transfer of income from
abroad. This result is explained by the significant value
of remittance payments made to Bangladesh14. It is the
recipient of one of the largest earnings transfers
globally, at over $15 billion in 2015 (8% of GDP).
Remittance payments have risen almost continuously
since 2005. Households that receive such payments
have significantly higher levels of income,
consumption, and savings compared to households not
receiving remittances in Bangladesh. This
phenomenon thus majorly increases economic
wellbeing.
Bangladesh has a low prison-to-teacher population ratio
compared to the global sample indicating a positive
social outlook. This result is supported by reports of
the government’s recent initiative to reduce its prison
populations.15,16

Bangladesh also performs well on the rate of debt
accumulation and general government growth debt. A
recent IMF report deemed the country to be on a
sustainable debt trajectory, with low risk of external
public debt distress.17 Bangladesh lags the global sample
marginally on issues of economic inequality,
overinvestment and wastefulness of government
spending, cost-to-value ratio of government education
expenditure, and quality of available technologies.

Cambodia
• In Cambodia, GDP fails to show that government
services are relatively wasteful. Our analysis finds that
the country has particularly poor health outcomes
relative to expectations given its level of health
expenditure.
Cambodia performs close to the median on the
majority of issues that comprise the flaws of GDP. The
country’s outlook on national debt is comparatively
good on indicators of general gross government debt
and the rate of change in debt-to-GDP ratios. It also
performs well on environmental externalities compared
to the global sample. Using GDP as the sole measure
of national progress would thus underestimate
Cambodia’s wellbeing in relation to both these factors.
A significant issue that GDP fails to reflect is the
country’s relatively wasteful government expenditure,
particularly around the provision of its health service,
which is considered relatively poor. After decades of
conflict, the country has struggled to build an effective
healthcare system despite substantial spending relative
to similar economies18.

14ADB

(2016)
(n.a.)
16Scholte (2014)
17IMF and IDA (2016)
18Bhushan, Keller and Schwartz (2002)
15GIZ
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China

Japan

• China has comparatively low education inequality
(inputs) but high income inequality (outcomes). GDP
does not reflect this trend.
• Although China is consuming its’ fixed capital at a
marginally high rate, it has significantly high adjusted
net savings, contributing to the country’s wealth across
multiple dimensions and indicating a sustainable
trajectory.

• As a measure of flows, GDP fails to capture the
significant debt-to-GDP ratio in Japan. In recent years,
national debt has been almost twice the size of GDP,
making Japan a global laggard on this issue.
• Although Japan’s rate of resource depletion aligns with
the global median, it has relatively substantial per
capita CO2 emissions. GDP accounting overlooks these
globally adverse environmental effects.

Our analysis finds that China has a relatively mixed
performance on issues overlooked by GDP. The
country has relatively high CO2 emissions per capita
highlighting the significant impact of its economic
activities on the global environment. However, it scores
comparatively well on a comprehensive measure of
wealth: adjusted net savings. This is also captured in the
indicator of natural resource depletion, which occurs at
a relatively low rate domestically. The main driver of
China’s national wealth is its net national savings, which
has consistently been one of the highest rates globally
in recent decades.19 Projections suggest savings will
remain high; predicted to reach 16 times their current
level by 2040.20 GDP thus significantly underestimates
national wellbeing by neglecting China’s accumulated
wealth.

For some of the issues that constitute GDP’s flaws
Japan significantly lags the global sample. Although it
has one of the highest GDPs, Japan has the largest
debt-to-GDP ratio of all the Asian sample countries,
based on General government Gross Debt. Its
government debt is now more than twice the size of
the economy. However, indicating a more positive
outlook, Japan’s debt-to-GDP ratios are falling year-onyear;21 a trend supported by our own analysis. Japan
also exhibits high rates of consumption of fixed capital
and low rates of adjusted net savings comparative to
both the Asian and global samples.

Our analysis finds China has relatively effective
government services and spending, although data was
unavailable in assessing the efficiency of its education
expenditure. Notably, China has relative equality in its
education (inputs), but a comparatively high degree of
income inequality (outcomes) relative to the global
sample.

Our analysis finds relatively low income inequality
(outcomes), but a relatively high level of education
inequality (inputs). Education inequality, which has
been improving at a slow rate22, can be partially
attributed to the significant share of expensive, privatesector provision in the country.

19Wei

(2010)
Kotlikoff, Lin, Woo and Jiang (2016)
21Curran and Mayger (2016)
22Hojo (2014)
20Li,
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In the context of an aging population there have been
calls for an increase in public investment in education,
which would serve to improve the inequality issue
further.23
GDP presents an underestimation of national wellbeing
on issues of quality of products and services, prisonerto-teacher population ratio, and effectiveness of
government services and spending across all indicators.
Whilst Japan is a high emitter of CO2 emissions, it has
a comparatively low rate of natural resource depletion.

Korea (Republic of)
• Similar to Japan, the Republic of Korea has a low rate
of natural resource depletion but a high level of per
capita CO2 emissions.
• The country has a relatively high quality of products
and services, a level of advancement that is largely
overlooked by GDP’s price-based accounting
methodology.
Overall our analysis shows that the economy of the
Republic of Korea tends to outperform the global
sample on issues that GDP does not account for. The
country exhibits similar environmental performance to
Japan and Singapore. It is a relatively high emitter of
CO2 emissions but has a low rate of natural resource
depletion. The Republic of Korea is considered to
exhibit relatively wasteful government services based on
our indicator of overinvestment and wasteful spending.
However, we also find education expenditure to be
relatively cost-effective when comparing inputs and
outcomes relative to the global sample.

The Republic of Korea performs relatively well on the
quality of goods and services, although notably no data
was available for the country’s internet speed. This
result is aligned with expectations. The country tops
Bloomberg’s index of innovation which draws on
performance in six categories: R&D, manufacturing,
‘high-tech’ companies, education, research personnel,
and patents.24

India
• India marginally outperforms the global median on
income inequality (outcomes) but has comparatively high
education inequality (inputs), a trend that falls beyond
the accounting scope of GDP.
• GDP’s oversight on the size of India’s informal sector
leads it to inaccurately capture levels of economic activity
and national welfare to a significant degree.
Overall, our analysis finds that sole use of GDP
misrepresents the national wellbeing of India. The
indicators identified tend to present mixed results
within each flaw. In an inverse relationship to that
observed in most countries in our Asian sample, India
has relatively low CO2 emissions but a high rate of
natural resource depletion. However, hundreds of
millions of people in India are currently unconnected to
electricity and as a result its per capita emissions are
significantly reduced. As power distribution improves,
there is potential for this emerging economy to almost
double its emissions by 2030.25 Indicators of national
wealth also produce mixed results. India’s adjusted net
savings are relatively high. Like China, this trend is
largely driven by high net national savings, rather

23Jones

(2011)
Bloomberg Innovation Index
25Yeo and Evans (2015)
24The
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than natural resource depletion or consumption of
fixed capital; elements that constitute components of
the adjusted net savings measure. Our analysis finds
that relative to the global sample India has one of the
largest shares of workers in informal employment. As
the anticipated increase in access to electricity takes
place, the largely ruralised informal sector will generate
more economic and social value.26 GDP’s oversight on
the size of India’s informal sector leads it to
inaccurately capture levels of economic activity and
national welfare to a significant degree.

Indonesia
• Contributions to national wealth are significant in
Indonesia based on comparatively low rates of
consumption of fixed capital and high rates of total
adjusted net savings. This relatively sustainable outlook
is underrepresented by GDP figures.
• Indonesia’s level of general gross government debt is
relatively low, and compared to the global sample its
debt-to-GDP ratio is growing at a low rate.
Using GDP as a single metric for national wellbeing in
Indonesia results in a significant underestimation. Most
notably, the country performs relatively well on key
issues related to government debt, effectiveness of
government expenditure on education, and
wastefulness of government spending. Although the
country has a relatively low prisoner-to-teacher ratio,
there is a higher increase in prison populations
compared to teacher populations relative to the global
sample.

legal system in which punishments are disproportionate
to the crimes committed.27 This represents a poor
social outlook over the long term that GDP is unable
to capture. Like India, Indonesia has a relatively high
proportion of workers in informal employment,
suggesting inaccuracy of GDP on capturing national
wellbeing.

Malaysia
• Malaysia performs relatively poorly on measures of
environmental externalities, particularly regarding
global environmental impacts associated with high per
capita CO2 emissions.
• Malaysia has relatively cost-effective government
spending, including marginally higher than expected
health and education outcomes relative to expenditure.
GDP is likely to present an underestimation of national
progress in areas such as the quality of products and
services and cost-effectiveness of government services
and expenditure. The government provides relatively
high value-generating health and education services
compared to the global sample. This finding is backed
up by the GCI survey results reflecting low
wastefulness of government spending.
Government debt is high relative to the global sample,
yet the rate of increase as a proportion of GDP over
time is relatively low showing a positive direction of
travel. Malaysia’s performance on environmental
externalities is comparatively low for both CO2
emissions and natural resource depletion.

The increase in incarcerations has recently been
criticised by experts as resulting from an over-repressive

26The
27The

Economist (2013)
Jakarta Post (2016)
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Myanmar

Pakistan

• GDP fails to capture Myanmar’s relatively low level of
national debt accumulation.
• Myanmar has a comparatively low quality of products
and services which is largely undetected by the price
structure of GDP accounting.

• GDP ignores the significant levels of international
income transfers received by Pakistan, mostly driven by
remittance payments from overseas workers.
• GDP fails to capture Pakistan’s comparatively
inefficient government spending.

Myanmar has a relatively high number of missing data
points which presents challenges in assessing its
performance; six of the eighteen indicators identified
have no data available. The country has a positive
outlook on government debt relative to the global
sample. In particular, it is decreasing its debt-to-GDP
ratio at a relatively fast rate. The IMF assesses the
country to have a low risk of debt-distress.28

The country has net emigration of workers, for which
low incomes are a main push factor.31 The
phenomenon is linked to the country’s significantly
high score on international income transfers received
relative to the global sample. Pakistan’s high proportion
of overseas workers returns substantial remittance
payments from abroad. Another key workforce trend is
the country’s significant level informal employment for
which GDP cannot accurately account.

Myanmar is particularly low scoring on the quality of
its products and services. This result is unsurprising for
a country in which only 31% of the population have
access to electricity.29 This finding indicates that GDP
fails to reflect a severe lag in technological and service
quality in the Myanmar economy.
The country has low CO2 emissions but is depleting its
natural resources at a relatively high rate. After years of
economic isolation, Myanmar’s extensive natural
resource base, particularly its forests, has become a
critical driver of economic development resulting in
unsustainable rates of depletion.30

Pakistan performs relatively low compared to the global
sample on issues of quality of products and services,
wastefulness of government spending, and the value of
government services in health and education.
Performance is the lowest of the all sample countries
on the value generated through education provision.
Pakistan performs very poorly on education across
numerous indicators32, which is consistent with the
country’s education inequality.

28Khor,

Ghuru and Kahkonen (2015)
CDF (2016)
30Raitzer, Samson and Nam (2015)
31UN ESCAP (2011)
32Global Education Monitoring Report (2012)
29UN
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Philippines

Singapore

• The Philippines has relatively low government debt
compared to the global sample.
• GDP fails to capture the Philippines’ receipt of
significant levels of international income transfers,
mostly driven by remittance payments from overseas
workers.

• GDP overlooks the Singaporean government’s highly
cost-effective expenditure which generates
disproportionally high value per dollar spent.
• Singapore has the highest quality of products and
services of the Asian sample countries which indicates a
standard of living that is not fully captured by GDP’s
price-based accounting.

Overall, our analysis shows that GDP presents an
underestimation of national wellbeing for the
Philippines. The country compares very favourably to
the global sample on issues such as national wealth and
international income transfers. The Philippines receives
one of the highest proportions of remittance payments
globally. Approximately 10% of the Filipino population
work abroad, sending back inflows of more than 9%
of GDP.33
The Philippines has relatively low government debt
compared to the global sample, whilst the quality of
products and services is fairly consistent with the
middle ranking countries. education inequality is high
compared to the global sample whilst income inequality
is relatively low. The country scores low on the
indicator ‘share of persons in informal employment’,
which translates to a high number of workers in
informal employment. This result suggests a large
proportion of workers are not subject to international
labour standards and protections.34

Of the fifteen Asian economies in the sample,
Singapore performs consistently highest on the issues
comprising GDP’s flaws. Although Singapore has one
of the highest GDP per capita globally, our results
show that there is a level of underestimation of
wellbeing. As a recent report from the World Bank
points out: “with the GDP per capita of more than
US$43,000, a current account surplus, and gross
national savings rate above 45 percent, Singapore
certainly has a more favourable economic situation than
many other OECD countries”35. It exhibits
comparatively cost-effective and value-generating health
and education expenditure, and scores low in
wastefulness of government spending. Our analysis
finds the quality of the country’s products and services
is also significantly higher than the global sample.
Singapore has the highest adjusted net savings of the
fifteen sample countries. However, despite the country’s
comparatively strong performance overall, notable
issues on which Singapore lags the global sample are
CO2 emissions and general government gross debt.
The country has had one of the highest debt-to-GDP
ratios globally in recent years.36

33IMF

(2013)
(n.a.)
35Iwulska (2012)
36Patton (2014)
34ILO
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Sri Lanka
• Sri Lanka has relatively low inequality of both
education (inputs) and income (outcomes).
• Sri Lanka has higher than expected health and
education outcomes relative to its expenditure on these
services.
Sri Lanka is notable for its low inequality on both
income and education compared to the global sample.
It is the only country in the sample of Asian economies
that performs comparatively well on both inequality
measures. It also scores well on wastefulness of
government spending, with comparatively high valuegenerating health and education expenditure. The
country has received praise for its highly effective
provision of public services. Its model for achieving
universal health coverage is unique for a developing
country.37
Finally, while Sri Lanka’s government debt is relatively
high, this has been falling as a proportion of GDP in
recent years. The country performs consistently on
both local and global measures of environmental
impact, at a level marginally above the global median.
Overall GDP as a sole indicator presents an
underestimation of national wellbeing in Sri Lanka.

• Although Thailand has marginally low education
inequality (inputs) it has very high income inequality
(outcomes); the highest of all the countries in the Asian
sample.
Our analysis finds that of all Asian sample countries
GDP presents the most significant overestimation of
national wellbeing for the Thai economy. Thailand has
the highest prisoner-to-teacher population ratio of our
Asian sample, underperforming significantly compared
to the global sample. This result indicates that GDP’s
lack of a values perspective presents an overoptimistic
indication of the country’s social outlook.
Behind Japan, Thailand receives the lowest international
income transfers as a proportion of GDP. However,
along with the proportionally low number of workers
employed in the informal sector, low international
income transfers make GDP comparatively accurate for
the Thailand economy. Thailand marginally
underperforms the global sample on environmental
impact, scoring low on both CO2 emissions and natural
resource depletion. It also exhibits a high rate of
consumption of fixed capital. Our analysis also finds
that Thailand has comparatively high value-generating
government expenditure on health and education.

Thailand
• Thailand has a comparatively large prisoner to teacher
population ratio and a prison population that is
growing significantly faster than the teacher population.
This presents an arguably negative direction of travel
from a social perspective, not captured by GDP.

37Sirisena

(n.a.)
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Vietnam
• Vietnam has a comparatively large prisoner to teacher
population ratio
• It has low value of international income transfers in
relation to GDP
Vietnam performs quite consistently with the majority
of the global sample on issues that constitute the flaws
of GDP. Overall, our analysis finds GDP to present an
overestimation of national wellbeing, shown by its low
mean score across all indicators. A notable result is
Vietnam’s relatively low value of international income
transfers.
It scores close to the median on indicators of
inequality, but marginally underperforms on these
measures. In 2014, the World Bank noted that Vietnam
has managed to achieve relatively inclusive growth
compared to other fast-growing economies. Despite
this achievement, concerns remain over the gap
between a wealthy elite and the general population, and
disparities experienced by racial minorities.38 Whilst
Vietnam’s rate of natural resource depletion is relatively
high, it performs well on CO2 emissions compared to
the global sample. The Vietnamese government
provides comparatively high value-generating health
services, but low value-generating education services.

40World

Bank (2014)
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2. Alternative National
Accounting Metrics
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Summary
Numerous metrics have been developed to gauge national progress beyond purely economic dimensions. These metrics
take three main forms:
1. ‘Corrective’ economic metrics
2. Non-economic metrics
3. Metrics that combine economic and non-economic measures.
The metrics that most comprehensively account for the ten flaws of GDP are:
• Human Development Report (HDR)
• Global Competitiveness Index (GCI)
• Genuine Progress Indicator (GPI)
• Social Progress Index (SPI)
Alternative metrics that least account for the ten flaws of GDP are the Human Development Index, Adjusted Net
Savings, and the Environmental Performance Index, although the latter provides the most comprehensive account of
environmental externalities, comprising indicators across nine categories relating to national environmental health and
ecosystem vitality.
The flaws of GDP that are least accounted for by the identified alternative metrics are international income transfers,
non-market activities, overinvestment and wasteful spending, and debt accumulation. The flaws that are most accounted
for are environmental externalities, the value of government services, and incorporating a ‘values’ perspective.
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Emergence of alternative metrics
Nordhaus and Tobin report criticisms towards the use
of GDP as early as 1972.39 Despite decades of similar
discourse pointing out its flaws and misapplication, no
proposed alternative has yet achieved a similar level of
adoption or impact. In recent years, attempts to
develop new metrics have become more frequent. Such
alternatives can be categorised into two main brackets:
enhancements or ‘corrections’ to economic metrics
such as GDP and metrics that incorporate noneconomic measures.

Corrective economic metrics
A first approach to developing GDP alternatives
attempts to integrate non-market economic and social
costs and benefits into national output. Nordhaus and
Tobin’s (1972) ‘Measure of Economic Welfare’ (MEW)
was pioneering in this pursuit. It comprises measures of
both market and non-market consumption, using
opportunity cost to estimate prices in the case of the
latter. The metric deducts from national output both
environmental externalities and ‘urban disamenities’
such as the costs associated with a high population
density. Nordhaus and Tobin described the MEW as
primitive and experimental, yet it has provided a strong
foundation for subsequent work.40
The Index of Sustainable Economic Welfare (ISEW)
advances the principles presented by the MEW. It
makes the necessary additions and omissions to GDP
to produce a metric that reflects only economic
activities that benefit wellbeing. Specifically, the
methodology accounts non-market goods and services,
costs of social and environmental repair, inequality, and
the present and future costs of activities that produce
wellbeing.41 This methodology has itself been further
adapted to produce the Genuine Progress Indicator

(GPI), which includes further additions such as
volunteer work, criminality, loss of leisure time, and
divorce.
A popular approach among major Asian economies, is
the ‘greening’ of traditional economic metrics. Such
methodologies attempt to reflect the sustainability of
economic growth, capturing rates of natural resourceuse and environmental degradation, such as soil
depletion or deforestation.42 The launch of China’s
green GDP accounting initiative in 2006 is indicative of
changing priorities towards achieving more sustainable
economic development. Pollution damage in China has
accounted for up to 3% of GDP annually over the past
decade. Whilst, the country is beginning to address the
issue through increasing accountability at the local
government level43, China’s green GDP initiative was
shelved only a year after its launch. This decision was
reportedly due to politicians’ fears that economic
growth statistics could be totally undermined once
environmental depletion is factored in.44 Such
resistance is emblematic of widespread political inertia
preventing the adoption of new measures that present
an unfavourable outlook. Notably, significant
divergence has also been observed between GDP per
capita growth and GPI per capita growth.

Metrics that incorporate non-economic
measures
In addition to adoptions of traditional economic
metrics, another approach to enhancing national
accounting is to generate non-economic statistics and
measures. Joseph Stiglitz’ 2009 review of GDP

39Nordhaus

and Tobin (1972)
and Harris (1998)
41Antal and Van den Bergh (2014)
42Miller (1990)
43Wang (2016)
44Watts (2011)
40England
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alternatives recommends eight dimensions of wellbeing
that countries should account for. These are health;
education; personal activities including work; political
voice and governance; social connections and
relationships; environment (present and future
conditions); and insecurity, of an economic as well as a
physical nature.45 Such factors have formed part of a
number of national statistical projects developed in
recent decades.
One of the first commitments to building a broader
statistical view of countries’ performance was the
Human Development Index (HDI). First published in
1990, the HDI aggregates three components of
wellbeing into a single score reflecting a population’s
ability to live a long and prosperous life. These three
components are: 1) longevity, measured by life
expectancy; 2) knowledge, measured by current and
expected mean years of schooling; and 3) standard of
living, measured by Gross National Income (GNI) per
capita.46 The United Nations Development Program
also produces the Human Development Report, which
provides an expanded set of indicators used to compare
countries on multiple dimensions of wellbeing.
Additional versions of the HDI are available that
reposition the index to reflect extreme poverty and
aspects of inequality.
A more recent contribution, the Social Progress Index
(SPI) takes a comprehensive approach to noneconomic measures. It is explicitly designed to measure
social and environmental factors.47 Indicators are
grouped into three broad categories: basic needs,
foundations of wellbeing, and opportunity. By
overlooking economic indicators, the index attempts to
give social and environmental realms the authority that

is currently afforded to more traditional metrics. Like
the Genuine Progress Indicator, SPI figures correlate
with economic growth only up to a point, at which
incomes continue to grow and the SPI flat lines.48 This
contrast underlines the issue of inferring national social
wellbeing from GDP growth and the importance of
integrating broader measures into national accounts
and policy frameworks.

Do alternative metrics overcome GDP’s
flaws?
Since the early criticisms of GDP, alternative metrics of
national wellbeing have become increasingly available to
policy-makers and investors. They attempt to go
beyond the economic purview of traditional measures,
using compound data sources to align with the
complexity of achieving a global goal of sustainable
development. This report now considers the universe
of national accounting metrics, assessing the extent to
which they account for the flaws of GDP. We include
metrics that constitute corrective economic measures
such as the Genuine Progress Indicator and Adjusted
Net Savings. We also examine metrics comprising noneconomic indicators such as the Environmental
Performance Index, Happy Planet Index, Social
Progress Index, and the Global Competitiveness Index.
Notably, many of metrics assessed in this report bring
together both non-economic and traditional economic
indicators; these metrics include the Better Life Index,
the Human Development Index, and the Human
Development Report.

45Stiglitz,

Sen and Fitoussi (2009)
Human Development Report website
47Bishop (2013)
48Confino (2013)
46See
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Methodology: Alternative national accounting
metrics and the flaws of GDP
To assess the extent to which alternative national
accounting metrics overcome the flaws of GDP
accounting, we developed an analytical framework to
compare the methodologies of nine metrics. Our
approach was intended to examine the merits and
shortcomings of other metrics in relation to GDP’s
flaws and identify which offers the best overall
alternative. Our methodology involved three main
stages:

1. Identify
metrics for
inclusion in the
analysis

2. Build and
populate the
comparison
framework

3. Assign scores
to metrics and
generate heat
map

1. Identify metrics for inclusion in the analysis
We conducted an extensive review of literature and
online resources to identify potential alternative
national accounting metrics for inclusion in the
comparison framework. Nine metrics were selected
from a potential thirteen. These metrics are: The
Human Development Index (HDI), the Human
Development Report (HDR), the Environmental
Performance Index (EPI), the Better Life Index (BLI),
the Happy Planet Index (HPI), the Social Progress
Index (SPI), the Global Competitive Index (GCI), the
Genuine Progress Index (GPI), and Adjusted Net
Savings (ANS).

2. Build and populate the comparison
framework
We reviewed metrics and their respective
methodologies to assess their pertinence in accounting
for the issues behind GDP’s flaws.

For example, regarding environmental externalities, the
OECD Better Life Index comprises environmental
indicators whereas, the Human Development Index
comprises no environmental indicators and thus no
data is logged for this flaw. This stage employs a
detailed and objective review of methodologies. We
produced a dataset of all metrics’ measures deemed
relevant to the ten flaws of GDP, which are then
displayed in a heat map.

3. Assign scores to metrics and generate heat
map
To uphold objectivity in our approach we employed a
simple evaluation process and scoring system to reflect
metrics’ relative coverage of GDP’s accounting flaws.
Using the data collected in stage 2, we compare the
alternative metrics’ respective coverage of the issues
behind each GDP flaw to generate a score on a threetier scale between 0 and 1. The metric that accounts
most comprehensively for the GDP flaw received a
score of 1. Metrics that account to a lesser extent for
the flaw received a score of 0.5. Metrics that do not
account for the flaw of GDP received a score of 0 for
the flaw. The scores thus highlight the most
comprehensive metric for assessing the issues
underlying each GDP flaw; metrics that provide
comparatively less, but still significant representation;
and metrics that provide no coverage and thus no
advantage over GDP. Scores were totalled to identify
the leading alternative metric that accounts GDP’s flaws
most comprehensively.
The evaluation constitutes the generation of table 4
showing the relative merits and shortcomings of using
different national accounting metrics to account for and
overcome the national accounting flaws of GDP.
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Results
The results of our analysis of alternative metrics’ coverage of GDP’s flaws are presented in Table 4 below. Drawing on the
heat map, key findings detailing how alternative national accounting metrics overcome the flaws of GDP are then
described.
Table 4. Heat map showing the extent to which alternative national accounting metrics account for the 10 flaws of GDP
Flaws/Metrics

Human
Development
Index

Human
Development
Report

1

5

Environmental
OECD Better
Happy
Performance
Life Index Planet Index
Index

Social
Progress
Index

Global
Competitiveness Index

Genuine
Progress
Index

Adjusted
Net Savings

3.5

5

4.5

1

Overlooks
economic
inequality
Overlooks
environmental
externalities
Ignores capital
wealth, measuring
only flows
Ignores
international
income transfers
Neglects nonmarket activities
Incentivizes
overinvestment
and wasteful
spending
Incentivizes debt
accumulation
Accounts
government
services at cost
instead of value
Lacks ‘values’
perspective
Lacks quality
differentiation of
products and
services
Total Score

0

Does not account
for the flaw

0.5

1

2.5

2

1

Most complete
account for the
flaw
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Human Development Index

Human Development Report

• Of the alternative metrics explored in this research, the
HDI comprises data for the most countries. However,
its indicators only account for 2 of the 10 flaws of
GDP.

• The HDR encompasses a multitude of indicators and
metrics that cover 7 of the 10 flaws of GDP. It
provides the most extensive coverage for 3 of these
issues: economic inequality, debt accumulation, and
accounting government services at value.

Overall, our analysis finds that the HDI accounts for 2
of the 10 flaws of GDP and receives a total score of 1
out of 10. The metric effectively incorporates social
factors that contribute to a long and prosperous life
and thus inherently offers a values perspective on
national progress; it receives a score of 0.5 for this
GDP flaw. The health and education indicators reflect
essential government services at the value generated, or
‘outcomes’, rather than costs. A score of 0.5 reflects
this coverage.
The HDI is a formative measure in the sustainable
development discourse bringing together measures of
education (years of schooling), health (life expectancy),
and living standards (income). Despite showing a
broader view than GDP, the metric still provides a
relatively narrow representation of national prosperity.
Most notably environmental issues are overlooked
entirely. One of the benefits of the HDI’s relative
simplicity is its use of credible quantitative data sources.
Life expectancy at birth uses data from the UNDESA;
Mean and expected years of schooling, uses data mainly
from UNESCO Institute for Statistics; and Income is
determined using GNI per capita mostly from the
World Bank and IMF. The HDI ranks 188 countries,
and includes data for all the countries in our Asian
sample.

The HDR is a major document in the measurement
and collation of data, metrics and indices that pertain
to sustainable development and thus, although strictly
not a single metric, it warrants inclusion in the current
review. Overall, given its broad purview, the HDR
provides insight on 7 of the 10 flaws of GDP and
receives a score of 5 out of 10. Relative to other
alternative metrics, the HDR provides limited insight
into measures of environmental externalities, national
wealth, and quality of products and services, whilst
inherently bringing a values perspective to national
progress. Based on our analysis, each of these issues
receives a score of 0.5.
Our comparison finds the HDR accounts most
comprehensively for 3 of GDP’s flaws. It receives a
score of 1 on economic inequality, incentivising debt
accumulation, and accounting government services at
cost instead of value. On inequality, the report
publishes an inequality-adjusted HDI, which discounts
the HDI according to the extent of inequality; a
Gender Development Index compares female and male
HDI values; the Gender Inequality Index highlights
women’s empowerment; and the Multidimensional
Poverty Index measures non-income dimensions of
poverty. On debt accumulation, the HDR publishes
three pertinent indicators: domestic credit provided by
financial sector, external debt stock, and total debt
service.
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Finally, on accounting government services at cost
instead of value, many of the indicators in the HDR
reflect outcomes of education, health, poverty and
environmental sustainability; each of these issues
benefit from government services. The HDR compiles
five metrics and multiple indicators, to provide a
comprehensive overview of countries’ development
trends. Each index employs an altered methodology
and expanded set of data inputs. For example, the
Inequality adjusted HDI calculations require data from
household surveys and numerous institutions that track
such issues.49 The Gender Inequality Index considers
gender discrepancies in three areas: reproductive health,
empowerment and the labour market, showing loss in
human development that results from gender inequality
on these issues. Data sources include UN Maternal
Mortality Estimation Group, the Inter-Parliamentary
Union and the International Labor Organisation.
Although the HDR metrics draw on a wide range of
data sources, the data used can be considered best-inclass and subject to stringent quality assurance
processes, including peer review.50

Environmental Performance Index
• The EPI is the most comprehensive measure of
environmental externalities drawing on a multitude of
issues and data sources. EPI does not account for any
of the other flaws of GDP.
A collaborative initiative led by the Yale Center for
Environmental Law & Policy, the EPI’s 20 indicators
cover an extensive list of environmental externalities,
making it the most complete metric for this GDP flaw,
for which it receives a score of 1. It does not account
for any other GDP flaws and thus its total score
remains at 1 out of 10.
49,50Human

The EPI provides a comprehensive assessment of
national environmental health and ecosystem vitality.
The metric employs 20 indicators across nine issue
categories and 120 countries. Its indicators are
produced by transforming raw data into “proximity-totarget” measures. Targets are set using internationally
accepted policy goals or established scientific
thresholds. Countries only receive scores for issues
material to their environmental context. For example,
land-locked countries are not assessed on marine
indicators; the weighting of other indicators are
adjusted to compensate. Datasets are included only if
they pass rigorous standards and are considered bestin-class for coverage of their respective issues. Despite
its narrow purview, the EPI was included in our
analysis as a leading metric on environmental issues.

OECD Better Life Index
• The BLI accounts for 5 of the 10 flaws of GDP but
currently provides data for 35 countries.
• The weight of each wellbeing category can be adjusted to
generate country performance scores based on the issues
deemed by the user to be most pertinent to national
progress.
The BLI accounts for 5 out of the 10 flaws of GDP
and receives a total score of 2.5 out of 10. Each of the
five flaws are covered only to a limited extent compared
to other metrics and thus the BLI receives a score of
0.5 per issue. The BLI’s focus on outcome indicators
relating to housing, education, safety, and health means
it effectively accounts for the value of related
government services. On environmental externalities,
the metric comprises indicators for water and air
pollution, reflecting local pollution only and neglecting
global environmental issues.

Development Report
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The BLI is intentionally malleable. Users can generate
different results depending on the weights ascribed to
each category of wellbeing. Thus, it provides a ‘values’
perspective that can be adapted to the user’s own
interests. The other flaws for which the BLI provides
some insight are national wealth and inequality, the
latter being integrated in many of the indicators for the
BLI’s 11 themes.

these flaws. Its focus on wellbeing demonstrates a
values perspective that GDP lacks and provides a
partial account of government services as the valuegenerated rather than cost.

The current Better Life Index comprises 24 indicators
across 11 themes. The majority are based on data from
the OECD, National Accounts, United Nations
Statistics, National Statistics Offices. One notable
barrier to use is that the BLI contains only 35 countries:
OECD members plus Brazil, Russia and South Africa.
The index omits many of the sample Asian countries in
this research, providing data for Japan and the Republic
of Korea only. However, there are plans to expand the
BLI’s coverage over time, beginning with the addition
of China, India and Indonesia.

The HPI was developed by the New Economics
Foundation and first published in 2006. It represents a
shift away from material living standards as the core
drivers of progress, in principle, indicating how
efficiently residents of different countries are using
environmental resources to lead long, happy lives. It
combines a country’s life expectancy with experienced
wellbeing, adjusted for inequality and divided by its
ecological footprint. The HPI uses data from UN
statistical organisations along with a survey of
subjective wellbeing conducted by the Gallup World
Poll. Ecological footprint data is taken from the Global
Footprint Network’s National Footprint Accounts. The
HPI ranks 140 countries and covers all of the Asian
sample economies, with the exception of Singapore.

Happy Planet Index

Social Progress Index

• The HPI accounts for 5 of the 10 flaws of GDP but is
the most comprehensive metric for none. A core
component of the metric is its measurement of subjective
wellbeing which indicates its adoption of a relatively
unique set of values compared to other alternative
metrics.

• The SPI accounts for 7 of the 10 GDP flaws. It is
designed to offer an alternative perspective to the
dominant economic focus in policy-making, instead
using only non-economic indicators.

Overall, our analysis finds that the HPI accounts for 4
out of 10 of the flaws of GDP and receives a score of 2
out 10. The metric is constructed using life satisfaction,
life expectancy, inequality, and environmental health.
As both environmental externalities and inequality
constitute significant components, the HPI receives a
score of 0.5 for

The SPI accounts for 7 of the 10 flaws of GDP and
receives a total score of 3.5 out of 10. It covers a
significant number of key issues that constitute the
flaws of GDP. However, our analysis finds that for
each of these flaws, there is an alternative metric that
accounts for it more fully. Thus, the SPI receives a
score of 0.5 for each of these issues.
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Within the Foundations of Wellbeing category, the SPI
comprises both global and local indicators of
environmental health, including air pollution,
wastewater treatment, biodiversity and GHG emissions.
With its social and environmental framing, the index
inherently questions the economic focus of other
metrics, adopting a values perspective that factors in
multiple aspects of an environmentally and socially
prosperous society. The SPI comprises indicators that
account for wealth, overinvestment and wasteful
spending, and quality of products and services to a
relatively minor degree. These indicators cover
educational institutions and human capital statistics,
corruption, and mobile phone subscriptions and
internet access respectively.
Launched in 2014, the SPI is still subject to continued
feedback and review. The metric adopts a deliberately
non-economic purview. It aims to assess the capacity of
a society to meet citizens’ basic human needs, establish
building blocks that enhance and sustain quality of life,
and support conditions for populations to maximise
their potential. The SPI comprises 53 indicators that
measure factors across these three domains: Basic
Human Needs, Foundations of Wellbeing, and
Opportunity. These 53 indicators are selected based on
the availability, internal validity and wide-coverage of
the data.
Although data sources are screened for reliability, a
wide range of data sources are used from survey data to
objective accounts published by country governments.
Part of the SPI’s goal is to stimulate increased data
quality and coverage. The index covers 133 countries,
also providing incomplete data for 27 others. Currently
all the Asian sample economies are included.

Global Competitiveness Index
• The GCI is the metric that most comprehensively
accounts for 3 of GDP’s flaws: international income
transfers, overinvestment and wasteful spending, and
quality differentiation of products and services.
The GCI provides insight on 7 out of the 10 flaws of
GDP, receiving a total score of 5 out of 10. Taking
account of coverage alone, the GCI is the most
comprehensive national metric of GDP’s flaws
alongside the Human Development Report. The issues
that the GCI most comprehensively accounts for are
income transfers, overinvestment and wasteful
spending, and quality of products and services.
The metric’s indicator ‘Wastefulness of government
spending’ is within the GCI’s ‘Institutions’ category; the
GCI is the only metric with a specific measure of this
issue. It is also the only metric that accounts for
international income transfers, if to a limited extent,
based on the indicator: ‘Prevalence of foreign
ownership’ in the ‘Competition’ category. The GCI
accounts for other GDP flaws but to a lesser extent
than other alternative metrics, these include: capital
wealth, debt accumulation, accounting government
services at cost instead of value, and lacks a ‘values’
perspective.
The Global Competitiveness Survey is produced by the
World Economic Forum (WEF) and is regarded as an
insightful measure of national productivity. It combines
114 indicators that reflect 12 categories. The majority
of indicators are populated with data collected through
the internationally distributed Executive Opinion
Survey targeting the business community. For the 20162017 Global Competitiveness report, 13,877 responses
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from 135 economies were incorporated into the final
analysis.51 138 economies are ranked in the 2016 GCI
and from the Asian sample, only Myanmar is omitted.
Due to its reliance on survey data the GCI is unique to
other national metrics. Its substantial survey response
rate and incorporation of other supporting data warrant
its inclusion in the current review.

Genuine Progress Indicator (GPI)
• The GPI calculates an economic value of non-market
activities and is thus the most comprehensive measure of
this GDP flaw. The metric also accounts most
comprehensively for capital wealth and adopting a
values perspective: it makes judgements of the societal
contributions of a range of activities and deducts from
GDP accordingly. The GPI accounts for 6 out of the
10 flaws of GDP.
• No institution is responsible for regularly publishing the
metric across all countries.

The Genuine Progress Indicator has been widely used
by policy-makers and economists over the last two
decades. Unlike most alternatives described in this
report, no institution is regularly publishing the metric
for a sample of countries under the same methodology.
GPIAtlantic is an organisation that focused on
producing the GPI for Canadian provinces.52 This
report focuses on the methodology used by Maryland,
USA, currently the only state to be publishing the GPI
annually. The GPI uses 12 indicators across three
categories: market based wellbeing, non-market based
wellbeing, and environmental and social costs.
Economic indicators employ data from the ESRI
consumer database amongst other sources. The
services from non-economic capitals is calculated using
estimations from scientific research which are applied
to Maryland time-use, demographic and ecological
survey data.

Adjusted Net Savings
The GPI incorporates a measure of 6 of the 10 flaws of
GDP and receives a total score of 4.5 out of 10. The
GPI accounts most comprehensively for measuring
national wealth, using indicators across human capital,
social capital, built capital, and natural capital. The
metric also most fully adopts a ‘values’ perspective. It
aggregates the costs or benefits of a range of socioeconomic activities and makes a ‘values’ judgement as
to the overall economic contribution. Issues covered
include inequality, non-market activities, environmental
health, and work and leisure time. The GPI accounts
only to a limited extent for issues of inequality and
environmental externalities. Focusing on outcomes, the
metric also reflects government services at value rather
than cost. Each of these three issues has a score of 0.5.
51Schwab

• ANS is an important economic metric for
demonstrating the contributions an economy makes to
its capital. It accounts to a limited extent for two flaws
of GDP: environmental externalities and wealth.
Overall the Adjusted Net Savings metric, also called
‘Genuine Savings’, accounts for 2 of the 10 flaws of
GDP and receives a total score of 1 out of 10. The
metric is the result of the World Bank’s extensive
efforts to measure the sustainability of economic
activities based on the rate of depletion of national
wealth.
The metric accounts for environmental health through
measures of energy depletion, mineral depletion, net

(2016)
website

52GPIAtlantic
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forest depletion, and CO2 and particulate emissions
damage, it receives a score of 0.5 for the coverage of
environmental externalities. Contributions to a broader
measure of national wealth include the addition of net
national savings with education expenditure, the metric
scores 0.5 for wealth accounting.
The ANS is calculated using net national savings and
education expenditure, minus energy depletion, mineral
depletion, net forest depletion, and carbon dioxide and
particulate emissions damage. Each of its components
represent contributions to either human, financial or
natural capital. Positive rates of net savings thus
indicate sustainable progress towards national social
welfare. Each measure generates an economic value.
For example, particulate emission damage is calculated
as productivity losses in the workforce due to
premature death and illness. Whilst education
expenditure is calculated at cost, the World Bank points
out that due to variability in cost-effectiveness this
should not be construed as generating the same value in
human capital contributions. Despite some
shortcomings in data availability the ANS provides an
economic-based assessment of social welfare. Based on
the 2014 ANS, the metric omits data for Myanmar and
Sri Lanka.
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3. Barriers to the Adoption
of Alternative Metrics
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Summary
Major barriers to the adoption of alternative metrics:
1.
2.

The dominance of GDP has been reinforced and entrenched through historical feedback loops.
Although alternatives exist there is no clear frontrunner proven to be most appropriate for adoption by policy makers
and investors.
3. The data required to generate alternative indicators is limited by availability and quality issues.
4. GDP is criticised for lacking a ‘values’ perspective.
5. Adoption of alternative metrics can require acceptance of politically controversial results which requires strong
leadership.
6. Much economic policy is pinned to the generation of GDP growth and thus adoption of alternatives risks economic
instability.
The reliability of GDP accounting in Asia is subject to significant governance issues:

Governance issues
•
•
•

Across the sample the most prevalent governance factors affecting GDP’s reliability are a failure to update base years
and a lack of investment in national statistical capacity.
The countries for which GDP can be considered least reliable are Cambodia and Myanmar.
The country for which GDP can be considered most reliable is Singapore, closely followed by Japan.

Adoption of alternative metrics that overcome GDP’s governance flaws
•

•
•
•

In general, alternative metrics to GDP are likely to have high reliability in the nations for which GDP is found to be
relatively reliable. This is because most alternatives incorporate the same economic data or data sources to varying
extents.
The GCI employs a survey methodology of business executives. Compared to GDP and other alternative metrics,
this approach most extensively overcomes the influence of national statistical capacity and corruption.
Both the HPI and the SPI do not incorporate an economic component and thus are least affected by countries use of
base years and the latest SNA.
A barrier to the adoption of the GPI and ANS is that their reliability remains affected by their dependence on
national economic data. Thus, updating base years or adopting the latest SNA are critical governance factors.
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Overview
National accounting metrics beyond GDP are
continuously strengthened by increased data availability,
improved statistical capacity, and a growing demand for
more comprehensive measures. A wide range of
initiatives committed to this agenda receive significant
support from politicians, businesses, and academics.
Our analysis finds that these metrics offer significant
insight into the issues that GDP distorts and overlooks,
providing a fuller representation of welfare in general.
However, GDP (and similar economic metrics) remain
the leading metrics for national progress and is seldom
used alongside alternative dimensions of welfare. We
draw on relevant literature to explore major barriers to
the adoption of GDP’s alternatives; these are
summarised in six overarching themes below.

GDP is historically ‘locked-in’
Feedback mechanisms have served to positively
reinforce dominant national accounting metrics in a
globalising economy. Early iterations of national
accounts in the UK and other European countries
provided an information advantage. It highlighted
significant untapped tax revenues that ultimately
supported increased military spending.53 During the
Bretton Woods Conference of 1944 the US and UK
heavily promoted GDP’s importance. Their influence
resulted in the IMF (International Monetary Fund) and
the IBRD (International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development) being heavily orientated around GDP as
a core metric.54 The Marshall Plan’s stipulation that
countries must report GDP to receive US international
aid, is another example of the many formative events
that have driven the metric’s further entrenchment.

In comparison to the 70-year evolution and rise of
GDP, the Human Development Index is in its 27th
year only whilst the Social Progress Index is yet to see
its 4th.

Competing methodologies create noise
Exploring potential replacements or supplements to
GDP finds a significant number of options. A recent
Boston University paper cites 12 alternative indicators
or national accounting frameworks that go ‘beyond
GDP’. This list is by no means exhaustive. GDP
presents a simplistic, quantifiable and comparable
figure, which is easily interpreted by the user. By
contrast, alternatives are rarely as straightforward, often
involving a wide range or ‘dashboard’ of multidimensional indicators.55,56

Limitations of data and method
Alternative metrics are charged with lacking the
consistency of approach needed to ensure comparable
and accurate results. For example, the Genuine
Progress Indicator has been calculated for numerous
countries and regions using divergent methodologies
and irregular time series. The information used to
populate environmental and social indictors are also
relatively inconsistent both in ‘type’ and collection
method, which considerably reduces comparability. For
example, the UNDP incorporates best-in-class data to
produce the HDI. However, their statisticians still rely
on multiple information sources, often using
estimations to fully complete a dataset. For many
alternative metrics, data availability and reliability are
subject to continued investment and review.57,58,59

53Coyle

(2014)
Hart, Posner and Talberth (2009)
55Bloomberg News (2013)
56Fox (2012)
57Bagolin and Comim (2008)
58Kubiszewski, Costanza, Franco, Lawn, Talberth, Jackson and Aylmer (2013)
59Social Progress imperative website
54Costanza,
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Divergent socioeconomic agendas

The ‘growth is good’ paradigm

GDP accounting reflects the priorities at the time of its
inception: material development in the post-WWII
period. Arguably, GDP growth was the most pertinent
path to increasing national wellbeing in nations recently
at war. One barrier to the adoption of alternative
metrics is that they too implicitly reflect societal goals
or values, and will ultimately inform policy decisions on
such bases. Thus, a criticism levelled at contemporary
indicators of wellbeing is their ideological or subjective
criteria that inevitable influence their results, but may
not be consistent with all countries’ priorities or those
of the user.

GDP growth is a policy goal in itself. It has been
inextricably linked to rising levels of household income,
employment, innovation and productivity. The recent
financial crisis found overleveraged economies unable
to finance debt due to slowed GDP growth: In the
current era of stagnant and negative growth Japan has
received a decreased credit rating from Fitch, Moody’s
and S&P.60 Moreover, lower-than-expected growth
influences consumer and investor confidence which
often translates into further falls in growth. In a
paradigm where economic growth takes priority,
alternative metrics face marginalisation.

Political inertia and leadership failures
Vested interests in protecting the status quo are a
significant barrier to new ideas and prevent alternative
paradigms from emerging. Lobbying in the coal
industry purportedly ended a green GDP initiative
proposed by the Clinton administration in the US. In
China, a similar initiative was shelved a year after
conception amid concerns that its results were too
politically controversial.

60Harding

(2015)
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GDP governance
Our literature review has uncovered historical,
economic, institutional, values-driven, and
methodological factors that act to sustain the hegemony
of GDP, and limit the use of alternative metrics. Such
opposition could arguably prevent new ideas from
achieving mainstream adoption. governments continue
to spend substantial resources investing structurally in
calculating GDP. Politicians design policies and are
held to account on the basis of its growth. The
shockwaves that follow lower-than-expected GDP
growth can translate into lower consumer and investor
confidence further reducing output. The result is a
paradox in which the imperative to achieve positive
GDP figures incentivizes mismanagement of
accounting.
Even if GDP is used only to represent economic
output, the reality is that widespread governance
malpractice compromises its validity. National
accounting methodologies are receptive to significant
reconfiguration depending on a country’s economic
structure, methodological choices and statistical
resources.61 The United Nation’s SNA 2008, a manual
for GDP accounting that runs over 700 pages long, is
designed to promote credibility and consistency.
However, such standards are optional, not mandatory,
and thus fail to prevent revisions by those overseeing
its implementation.

Examples of countries updating their methodologies to
produce more favourable figures are abundant:
• A recent change to China’s statistical approach saw
its 2013 GDP increase by an estimated 3.4%
($308.8bn); an additional output almost the size of
Malaysia’s entire economy.62
• In 2014, the GDP of Nigeria almost doubled
following the country’s base year update.63
• In 2013-2014, India overcame a bleak outlook of
economic stagnation, changing its base year and
pricing approach to produce a growth rate close to
China’s.64
• Italy was one of the first countries to incorporate
illicit activities into its GDP calculations, including
drug trafficking, prostitution, and alcohol-andtobacco smuggling. This change was made without
any existing international guidance.65
• Ireland slashed its debt and deficit ratios following
26% GDP growth in 2015 based on reclassifications
in their national statistical framework.66
• Preceding its debt crisis, government officials in
Greece sought to enhance the country’s outlook
through long term doctoring and misreporting of
GDP figures.

61Pilling

(2014)
News (2014)
63Kaminska (2014)
64Zhong (2015)
65The Economist (2014)
66Halpin (2016)
62Bloomberg
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The Data Quality Index

•

Resources allocated to economic measurement.
There is significant variability in the statistical
capabilities of countries globally. Investment in
these capabilities enhances accuracy in GDP figures.
Under-resourced statistical agencies lack effective
data collection and computation. They are less likely
to adopt the latest SNA, overcome corruption
pressures, and update base years.67 The Data
Quality Index uses countries’ HDI score as a proxy
for the level of investment in improving national
accounts.

•

Size of the informal economy. Measurement of a
country’s informal sector is often an imprecise and
underdeveloped practice. It tends to rely on robust
and formalised legal, civic and taxation frameworks.
The larger the proportion of informal activities in
an economy the less reliable GDP becomes. In this
report, the informal economy represents both a
social flaw of GDP and a governance barrier.

•

Intensity of corruption. government officials and
statisticians inevitably influence how data are
sourced, validated, analysed, and interpreted. GDP
is influenced by the calculation methodology
employed, including how inflation rates are
incorporated; the way in which illicit forms of
economic activity are estimated; and the prevalence
of more covert practices such as bribery. The
greater the intensity of corruption in a country, the
higher the likelihood of unreliable accounting
figures.

To assess the extent of GDP misinformation globally,
World Economics produce the Data Quality Index that
ranks 154 countries on the reliability of their GDP
statistics. Countries are assessed on five factors that can
be considered governance flaws affecting national
accounting practices:
•

•

Use of base years. Base years provide the
comparison point from which real GDP growth is
calculated by adjusting nominal growth in
accordance with inflation. The structure of the
economy at the time the base year is set influences
the structure of the accounting methodology
accordingly. The more out-dated the base year, the
more imprecise the accounting methodology is for
measuring the real economy.
Use of national accounting standards. The most
recent guidance for GDP accounting is the System
of National Accounts 2008. Previous iterations are
still widely in use and include 1953, 1968, and 1993.
When countries update their SNA it typically
contributes to GDP, however, significant
investment in statistical capacity is required to
change the calculation approach. The adoption of
the same standards in two economies is necessary to
ensure broadly comparable statistics.

67Dippelsman,

Josyula and Metreau (2016)
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Do the governance issues of GDP impede
the adoption of alternative metrics?
The issues affecting GDP’s reliability are of
fundamental interest to this report. Our review has
found the barriers to the adoption of alternative metrics
are systemic and methodological in nature. Yet clearly
the predominance of GDP brings its own barriers to
reliable accounting. The question thus remains, to what
extent do the governance factors affecting GDP
accounting constitute barriers to the adoption of
alternative national accounting metrics, or can
alternative metrics overcome these governance flaws?

To address this question, our analysis comprises two
key components. Firstly, we assess how the governance
factors influencing GDP accounting affect its reliability
in the fifteen sample Asian economies. Secondly, we
assess the extent to which alternative metrics overcome
these governance issues or remain affected by them.
We use the Data Quality Index to conduct this analysis.
For each of the five governance factors, countries that
perform well receive a high score and move up the
ranking. Such countries can be considered to have a
relatively high accuracy of GDP as a measure of
economic output.
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Methodology: GDP governance issues and
alternative metrics
We investigated the extent to which the governance
factors that impact the reliability of GDP also present
barriers to the adoption of alternative metrics in the
Asian context. Our methodology includes three main
stages:

Relative values were achieved by calculating each
country’s (C) distance from the median score (M). The
distance is then expressed as a percentage of the
interquartile range (IQR). The formula used to calculate
relative performance is:
Relative performance = (C – M) / IQR

1. Identify GDP
governance
factors most
prevalent in
Asia

2. Generate
Asian sample
scores and heat
map

3. Assess extent
to which
governance
factors impact
alternative
metrics

1. Identify the GDP governance factors most
prevalent in Asia
To assess the performance of the Asian sample
countries on the GDP governance factors that affect
the metric’s reliability we used the GDP Data Quality
Index. The index ranks countries on the quality of their
GDP statistics across five factors: use of base years, use
of national accounting standards, resources allocated to
economic measurement, size of the informal economy,
and intensity of corruption. We consider these as the
governance factors that impact the reliability of GDP
accounting.
We used country scores in the Data Quality Index to
generate more descriptive statistics representing Asian
sample countries’ performance relative to the global
sample. The approach was intended to translate raw
data into a value that shows a country’s precise
performance level compared to others in the data
range.

The values generated in this stage of analysis describe a
country’s position relative to global peers and thus
show whether it is a global leader, laggard or middle
ranking country. For example, a figure of 0% shows a
country performs in line with the median value. A
figure of more than 50% shows a country lies within
the highest quartile and a figure of less than -50%
shows a country lies in the lowest quartile. In more
extreme cases, a figure of 200% would show a country
outperforms the global median by twice the value of
the interquartile range. The results of this analysis show
how the sample countries perform on critical GDP
governance factors relative to the global sample.

2. Generate heat map
Table 6 shows the performance of the sample Asian
countries on GDP governance factors based on the
relative values generated in stage 1. Countries are
scored between 1 (laggard) and 7 (leader) depending on
their distance from the median country. Table 5 shows
how the scoring is allocated.
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Table 5. Scoring descriptors
DESCRIPTION

SCORE

Country performance is lower than the median country for this issue by between
100% to 200% of the interquartile range

1

Country performance is lower than the median country for this issue by between
50% to 100% of the interquartile range

2

Country performance is lower than the median country for this issue by between
0% to 50% of the interquartile range

3

Country performance is at the median level for this issue

4

Country performance is higher than the median country for this issue by between
0% to 50% of the interquartile range

5

Country performance is higher than the median country for this issue by between
50% to 100% of the interquartile range

6

Country performance is higher than the median country for this issue by between
100% to 200% of the interquartile range

7

3. Assess the extent to which governance
factors impact alternative metrics
To assess the extent to which the selected alternative
national accounting metrics overcome or are impeded
by the governance issues that affect the reliability of
GDP, we used an analytical framework to compare the
key components of their methodologies. This stage
builds on previous analysis comparing alternative
metrics’ coverage of the environmental and social flaws
of GDP. We reviewed metrics’ data sources and
collection methodologies and recorded in a matrix
those features relevant to each respective governance
factor.

For example, any aspect of a metric’s methodology that
requires regular updating of base years by national
statistical agencies, such as those that incorporate
traditional economic national accounting, was recorded.
Where the use of base years is not required within the
metric’s methodology, this is also noted. The output of
this data collection is a visual analytical tool that
informed our comparison of metrics’ capacity to
overcome the GDP governance flaws.
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Results
The results of our analysis are depicted in the heat map below. It shows how each country performs relative to the global
sample on the critical governance factors. A score from 1 to 7 is given to each country on each factor. A number between
1 and 3 shows a country performs worse than the global median on the respective issue. A score between 5 and 7 shows a
country performs better than the global median on the respective issue. A score of 1 shows the country is a global laggard,
4 shows the country is in line with the global median, and 7 shows the country is a global leader.

Table 6. A heat map showing the five governance issues of GDP accounting in Asia
Country

Average Score

Bangladesh

3

Cambodia

2.2

China

4.4

India

4.8

Indonesia

4.4

Japan

5.8

Korea (Rep. of)

5.6

Malaysia

5.2

Myanmar

2

Pakistan

2.8

Philippines

3.4

Singapore

6

Sri Lanka

3.4

Thailand

3.6

Vietnam

4

1

2

3

Global Laggard

4

5

6

Base Year

SNA

HDI

Shadow
Economy

Corruption

7

Global Leader
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Country analysis
Bangladesh

Cambodia

• GDP accounting in Bangladesh is relatively unreliable,
particularly due to low national statistical capacity.
This issue is likely to impede the adoption of economic
alternative metrics, such as the GPI. Metrics that
negate the need for national statistical agencies, such as
the GCI, can be relatively easily adopted.

• GDP accounting in Cambodia scores joint lowest of the
Asian sample economies. The most severe governance
factor affecting its reliability is the failure to update base
years.
• Non-economic metrics such as the GCI and the SPI
can easily overcome the base year issue. However, the
SPI is more likely to be affected by other factors such as
the shadow economy and poor national statistical
capacity.

Overall our analysis finds that Bangladesh tends to lag
the global sample on the quality of its GDP statistics,
underperforming on 4 out of the 5 factors. These
results show comparatively poor national accounting
governance practices relative to global peers. Most
significantly, Bangladesh ranks low in the HDI,
indicating relatively few resources invested in its
statistical capacity. Despite its relatively consistent low
position against the global sample, Bangladesh
performs in line with the median on the adoption of
the UN System of National Accounts, using the 1993
version.
Our analysis finds that an alternative metric suited to
overcoming the issue of low statistical capacity is the
GCI, which relies less on accounting at the national
level, instead using its executive opinion survey for the
majority of its data. Other metrics that overcome
Bangladesh’s data quality issues are those that do not
use economic components and thus do not require
regular updating of base years, such as the HPI and the
SPI.

Overall, our analysis finds that compared to the global
sample, GDP accounting is relatively unreliable in
Cambodia. Relative to the fifteen Asian countries in our
sample, Cambodia has the joint lowest score on
updating base years and the intensity of corruption. On
adopting the SNA, the country aligns with the global
median, using the 1993 version. However, Cambodia
again lags its peers on its HDI ranking, suggesting
limited resources available for its statistical capabilities.
It also underperforms on the size of its informal sector,
which is comparatively large.
To overcome the impact on GDP of the intensity of
corruption in Cambodia an alternative metric is the
GCI, which collects data direct from businesses and
thus bypasses national level institutions. The metric also
comprises indicators that assess corruption directly.
However, the GCI does incorporate a small proportion
of information from national level sources and there
remains a risk of corruption influencing the results of
its Executive Opinion Survey. The Genuine Progress
Indicator seeks to directly address informal work and
thus would help to overcome the comparatively
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significant size of Cambodia’s shadow economy. The
HPI and the SPI do not require use of base years and
thus the failure of Cambodia to update baselines is
overcome with the use of these alternatives.

China
• The size of China’s shadow economy is deemed
relatively small which reduces data distortions caused by
informal activities, serving to increase the reliability and
ease of adoption of alternatives.
Overall China aligns relatively closely to the global
median on the governance issues that affect the
reliability of GDP accounting. The country matches the
median score on issues of updating base lines, adopting
the latest UN SNA, and its HDI score. China can be
considered a global leader regarding the comparatively
small size of its informal sector, which indicates
relatively reliable GDP statistics. The only issues on
which the country underperforms the global sample is
on its intensity of corruption, which is marginally high.
The intensity of corruption reduces the reliability of
GDP in China. Using the GCI would help to overcome
this issue based on its relatively low use of national
sources of data and incorporation of measures of
corruption within the framework.
The size of a country’s shadow economy is a barrier to
the effectiveness of many alternative accounting
metrics. Therefore, China’s relatively small informal
sector presents no impediment to efficacy of these
alternatives, just as it is unlikely to influence the
reliability of China’s GDP.

India
• India has relatively reliable GDP statistics. Its use of
the latest SNA and recently updated base years means
that measures that rely on economic indicators can be
considered accurate, and thus can be easily adopted by
practitioners. Examples include the GPI and HDI.
Overall our analysis finds that India outperforms the
global sample on the reliability of its GDP accounting
practices, scoring above the median on 3 out of 5
governance practices. The country uses the most recent
system of national accounts and has a relatively small
informal sector compared with peer countries.
However, India underperforms on its HDI score
suggesting a relatively low level of resources available
for its statistical capabilities.
India’s limited resources for improving statistical
capabilities means that metrics that rely less on national
agencies would overcome this barrier. Such metrics
include the SPI and the GCI.

Indonesia
• Alternative metrics that comprise economic indicators,
such as the GPI and HDI can be considered relatively
reliable in Indonesia and can be easily adopted.
Overall Indonesia tends to perform in line with most
countries. It marginally scores lower than the global
median on the intensity of corruption and the HDI
score. Indonesia performs relatively well on the size of
its informal sector and the adoption of national
accounting standards, using the UN SNA 2008.
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Our analysis finds the GCI and metrics that use
indicators from credible international data sources, such
as the HDR, present good alternative metrics for
overcoming the intensity of corruption and
comparatively minimal resources invested in statistical
capabilities in Indonesia. These factors would limit the
reliability of metrics such as ANS and the GPI, which
rely heavily on information from national government
agencies.

Japan
• Japan has comparatively reliable GDP accounting,
scoring well across the five governance factors,
particularly on corruption intensity and the size of its
shadow economy. Barriers to the adoption of alternative
metrics to gauge national welfare in Japan are thus
minimal.
Overall our analysis finds that Japan outperforms the
global sample on 4 out of the 5 key governance factors
affecting the reliability of GDP. Japan is a global leader
concerning the size of its informal sector, which is the
smallest of the fifteen Asian sample economies. It is
also a leader regarding the intensity of corruption,
which is comparatively low. Japan is in line with the
global median in regards to its adoption of national
accounting standards; it currently uses the SNA 1993.
Due to the relatively high quality of Japan’s GDP
accounting, alternative metrics that draw on nationally
published economic data can be considered relatively
reliable. The significantly small size of its informal
sector indicates that many alternative metrics will be
impacted only marginally by data distortions caused by
informal activities. Overall, governance barriers are

relatively insignificant for the use of alternative metrics
in Japan.

Korea (Republic of)
• The Republic of Korea performs consistently high on the
governance factors affecting GDP reliability.
Alternative metrics can be easily adopted by
practitioners, and will be relatively unimpeded by
national level bias, distortions from the shadow
economy, and national economic accounting capabilities.
The Republic of Korea’s governance practices can be
considered to produce comparatively reliable GDP
statistics relative to the global sample. It is the only
country in the Asia sample to outperform the median
on all of the key governance issues.
In particular, Korea has a high HDI score relative to
the global sample, which indicates significant resources
available for national statistical capabilities. The country
has a low intensity of corruption compared to peers
and uses the most recent UN accounting manual, the
SNA 2008.

Due to the consistent high quality of the Republic of
Korea’s GDP accounting, alternative metrics that draw
on nationally published economic data can be
considered comparatively reliable. As governance issues
are relatively insignificant in affecting GDP, they are
also unlikely to reduce the reliability of other data
sources used by alternative metrics. Korea’s relatively
high HDI score indicates relatively effective resource
spending on national statistical capabilities which
enhances reliability in the use of GDP’s alternatives.
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Malaysia
• Governance factors in Malaysia present minimal
barriers to adoption of alternative metrics as the country
performs relatively well across all issues.
Overall, Malaysia’s GDP accounting practices are
comparatively reliable relative to the global sample. It
outperforms the median on 4 out of 5 governance
factors. In particular Malaysia has relatively low levels
of corruption. It also scores high for using the SNA
2008; the most recent standards. Malaysia outperforms
the global sample to a lesser extent on its HDI score
and the size of its informal sector.
Malaysia’s consistent strong performance on the
governance issues affecting GDP suggests that there
are minimal barriers to the use of alternative metrics.
Measures that incorporate economic national accounts
can be considered relatively reliable on those indicators,
such as ANS, the HDI, and the GPI.

Myanmar
• Of the Asian sample countries, Myanmar performs
joint worst on the governance factors affecting the
reliability of GDP, thus any alternative metric that has
a significant economic component and relies on national
statistical agencies cannot be easily adopted. Potential
alternatives are relatively limited. However, the GCI
overcomes these barriers.
• Myanmar uses the SNA 1968; the most outdated
national standards in the Asian sample countries.

Overall, our analysis finds Myanmar’s GDP accounting
practices to be significantly affected by poor
governance. The country lags the global sample on 4
out of 5 issues. Relative to the Asian sample countries,
Myanmar scores lowest on adoption of the SNA; using
the 1968 standards. It also performs consistently poorly
on the resources allocated to its statistical capacity, the
size of its shadow economy and levels of corruption.
Myanmar performs in line with the median on updating
its base years.
Using alternative metrics that do not require economic
indicators will overcome the failure of Myanmar to
adopt national accounting standards. However, those
that have a strong economic component such as the
HDI and ANS, are still subject to this issue and have
relatively low comparability with other countries.
Overall, Myanmar has very poor national accounting
and thus metrics that do not require data sourced from
national agencies will be comparatively more reliable.

Pakistan
• Pakistan performs particularly poorly on updating base
years and investing in statistical capacity. These issues
present barriers to the adoption of metrics which rely
heavily on economic indicators and national statistical
agencies.
Pakistan underperforms the global sample on 4 out of
5 factors and thus it can be considered that poor
governance is significantly impacting the reliability of
GDP. .Pakistan significantly lags the global median on
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updating base years and the allocation of resources to
statistical capabilities. It marginally underperforms
peers on the shadow economy and levels of corruption.
In terms of adopting the SNA, Pakistan is in line with
the median country, using the 1993 standards.
The metrics that overcome the governance issues of
GDP in Pakistan are the HPI and the SPI which do not
use indicators that require base years in their
calculation. Few alternative metrics do not require a
level of statistical capability at the national level but
those that use institutions that surpass national agencies
for their data collection overcome this issue to an
extent.

Philippines
• The Philippines is a global laggard in updating base
years which significantly reduces the reliability of
economic indicators, presenting a barrier to the adoption
of metrics with a strong economic component such as the
HDI, the GPI, and the ANS.
Overall our analysis finds the Philippines to have
relatively inaccurate GDP accounting compared to
peers. The country underperforms the global sample on
3 factors. Compared with the other countries in the
Asian sample, the Philippines performs joint worst on
updating base years, also scoring relatively low on
measures of statistical resources and the size of the
informal sector. The Philippines utilises the UN SNA
2008 and thus performs relatively well on this factor
compared to peers globally.

A significant governance issue affecting GDP
accounting in the Philippines is the failure to regularly
update base years. Metrics that overcome this issue are
the HPI and the SPI as they do not incorporate
economic indicators. The GPI, ANS and the HDI all
incorporate GDP or similar economic measures as a
key component of their calculation and thus the
reliability of such metrics is reduced.

Singapore
• Singapore has the most reliable GDP accounting of the
fifteen sample Asian economies. All indicators that
make up the alternative metrics, whether economic,
social or environmental in nature, can be considered
relatively reliable and thus the barriers to adoption for
use in gauging the welfare of Singapore are minimal.
Singapore can be considered to produce relatively
accurate GDP statistics. It outperforms the global
sample on four factors of GDP data reliability. It is
aligned with the global median regarding the regularity
of updating base years. Singapore is a global leader on
the size of its informal sector and the level of
corruption. Singapore is rated as having very reliable
GDP statistics, scoring highest on the most factors.
The relative reliability of GDP accounting in Singapore
means that alternative metrics should be considered
unimpeded by governance factors, even those that
comprise economic indicators as a significant
component. The country’s low intensity of corruption
and small informal sector suggest that many measures,
including social and environmental ones, will be
reliable.
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Sri Lanka
• The significant size of Sri Lanka’s shadow economy
presents a barrier to the adoption of alternative metrics
with a significant economic component and for metrics
that are subject to distortions from informal activities,
such as the HDI.
Sri Lanka is a relatively poor performer on governance
issues, scoring above the median on 1 issue and below
the median on 2. The accuracy of GDP is significantly
reduced due to a failure to regularly update base years
and a relatively substantial shadow economy. However,
Sri Lanka performs relatively well on the HDI
suggesting relatively high investment of resources to its
statistical capabilities.
The size of Sri Lanka’s informal sector presents a
challenge to the accounting of the majority of
alternative metrics. The GPI explicitly accounts for
informal work and thus would present the best metric
to overcome this issue. However, a failure to regularly
update base years will affect metrics that have a
substantial economic component. Many metrics utilise
data sourced by national agencies to varying extents.
Thus, Sri Lanka’s comparatively high HDI score means
these sources are likely to be reliable, based on wellresourced statistical capabilities.

Thailand
• Thailand is a global laggard on governance practices
surrounding GDP accounting.

Overall our analysis finds Thailand to be a global
laggard on governance practices surrounding GDP
accounting. Thailand outperforms the global sample
only on updating base years. It significantly
underperforms on the size of its shadow economy. On
issues of adopting the SNA and levels of corruption
Thailand is ranked in line with the global median.
The GPI is well-suited to overcoming many of the
governance factors that impact GDP accounting due to
its incorporation of informal activities. Whilst not a
global leader on these issues compared to peers,
national accounting in Thailand is relatively unaffected
by base lines, use of SNA and corruption, meaning
these factors cannot be considered a barrier to the use
of the GPI.

Vietnam
• The relatively small size of the shadow economy in
Vietnam means that barriers to the use and reliability
of multiple alternative metrics is minimal.
Overall, our analysis finds that Vietnam is relatively
aligned to the median country in the global sample,
scoring only marginally higher. It scores above the
median on 1 issue and below the median on 2. The
reliability of GDP is relatively high compared to other
countries when considering its relatively small informal
sector. The index finds that Vietnam comparatively
underperforms on levels of corruption and its statistical
resources. The country receives the median score for
both adoption of the SNA and regular updating of base
years.
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The level of corruption and low availability of resources
to build statistical capabilities is likely to impact many of
alternative metrics, particularly those that rely on
national agencies and institutions such as the HDI and
the ANS. Metrics that tend to rely less of national
statistical capacity include the GCI and the SPI; both
also include indicators covering corruption. Vietnam’s
comparatively small informal sector means that
statistics are less subject to distortions from low
transparency of economic activities; an issue that
impedes the reliability of most metrics in other
countries.

Overall findings
The governance factors of GDP are found to influence
its reliability to varying degrees across the sample of
Asian economies. As a group the sample
underperforms most significantly on updating base
years. This can lead to significant inaccuracies in GDP
as a measure of the real economy. The sample also
tends to have fewer resources available to achieve
strong statistical capabilities, based on the HDI as a
proxy for this issue. Countries that break these trends
tend to be more economically advanced.
Out of sample countries 9 employ an outdated system
of national accounts. Japan employs the SNA 1993, a
decision that can be partially explained as an attempt to
obscure the size of its public debt.68 Myanmar still uses
the SNA 1968 suggesting its GDP figures significantly
lack international comparability. However, generally the
sample are ahead of their peers globally regarding the
use of international standards.

68Harding

The shadow economies of the Asian sample countries
tend to be proportionally less substantial relative to the
global sample, especially for some of the larger
economies in the region: Japan, China, Singapore.
Countries that lag the global sample on this issue are
Cambodia, Myanmar, Sri Lanka and Thailand.
We examined whether the governance factors that are
most significant to reducing the reliability of GDP in
the Asian sample also present barriers to the adoption
of alternative metrics. We find that in general
alternative metrics tend to be impeded by the
governance flaws of GDP to a similar extent.
However, dependent on circumstances at the national
level and the nature of the accounting methodology, we
find instances in which alternative metrics overcome
the potency of GDP governance issues. Alternative
metrics offer an information advantage over GDP
under the following conditions:

The metric incorporates non-economic
indicators to a full or substantial extent.
Indicators that measure non-economic data are not
subject to the same accounting frameworks as GDP or
other similar metrics. In such cases, countries’ ability to
update base years or apply the latest SNA tend not to
limit the accuracy of the data. Examples of such metrics
include the Happy Planet Index and the Social Progress
Index. Where the metric has a strong economic
component the issue of base years and standards
persist, for example in the case of the Genuine Progress
Indicator or Adjusted Net Savings. Notably, the data
consistency and calculation methodology of alternative
metrics can be found unreliable for other reasons.

(2016)
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The metric uses agencies that have no vested
interest. One of the governance issues in GDP
accounting is that it typically involves government
statistical agencies that are subject to a national bias or
lack of resources. Metrics that involve data collection,
processing and analysis by institutions with little or no
affiliation to and reliance on government agencies have
a more objective position. The metric that least
incorporates data published by government agencies is
the Global Competitiveness Index which uses the
WEF’s Executive Opinion Survey.

Our literature review finds that alternative metrics’
comparatively inconsistent methodologies and poor
data availability, combined with an inert and resistant
political system upholding the status quo, create
significant barriers to their adoption. However, whilst
questions over the accuracy and reliability of alternative
metrics are valid, so too can these questions be raised
regarding GDP accounting. When we consider the
significant governance flaws that compromise the
reliability of GDP, we find alternative metrics can offer
meaningful solutions.

Many indicators used in the Social Progress Index also
use data collected directly from household surveys that
tend to bypass government influence. Metrics are also
considered to overcome the governance issues where
the form of data collection is highly objective such as
the EPIs use of satellite-derived estimates of forest
cover and air quality.

The metric comprises indicators that directly
account for the governance issue. Many
alternative national accounting metrics are intended to
reflect a country’s social conditions and thus in certain
instances directly account for the governance factors
associated with GDP. Examples of these cases include
the GPI which accounts for the services provided by
informal activities and the GCI and the SPI which
account for corruption. In the latter case, the metrics
provide an incentive for institutions to overcome
corruption and by accounting for it, offer some
solution to mitigating against it.
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Recommendations
For many of the countries within our sample we find
that GDP is either overestimating or underestimating
the level of national wellbeing. A prominent example of
underestimating wellbeing is that of Philippines, which
consistently ranks high on the issues comprising GDP’s
flaws. For example, the Philippines has one of the
highest international income transfers relative to GDP
of the Asian sample countries. Solely using GDP will
not provide an accurate view of the level of wellbeing.
Investors should recognize GDP’s flaws and the
effect these flaws can have in capturing the real
level of well-being within the country. A more
accurate picture of wellbeing can be obtained
when additional measures are utilized.

Our research on the five governance issues of GDP
accounting in Asia has shown that keeping an up to
date base year and allocating an adequate amount of
resources for economic measurement are the two most
prominent governance issues. These issues limit the
capabilities Asian countries have to produce reliable
and accurate information.
Countries should invest in developing their
capabilities to produce accurate statistics. This is a
critical step, since accurate national statistics will
help build trust and confidence and attract
investments to the country.

Whilst none of the alternative measures fully address
the flaws of GDP they can help account for some of
the deficiencies of GDP (for example, the Human
Development Report, the Global Competitiveness
Index and the Genuine Progress Index manage to
account for several of the GDP flaws).
Investors and governments should systematically
consider utilizing alternative measures to
complement GDP. The increasing demand for
these measures will eventually improve the data
availability and reliability around their indicators.
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Appendix
Appendix 1. The data sources and processing steps involved with the 10 GDP flaws and associated proxies
GDP FLAW
1. Overlooks economic
inequality

DATA SOURCE

DATA PROCESSING

UNDP HDR

N/A

World Bank, World Development Indicators

N/A

3. Ignores capital wealth,
measuring only flows

World Bank, World Development Indicators

N/A

4. Ignores international income
transfers

GNI, GDP: World Bank, World Development
Indicators

International income transfer was calculated by
subtracting GDP figures from GNI

5. Neglects non-market
activities

ILO, Key Indicators of the Labour Market 2015

N/A

2. Overlooks environmental
externalities

ILO, Women and men in the informal economy
6. Incentivizes overinvestment
and wasteful spending

7. Incentivizes debt
accumulation

WEF Executive Opinion Survey (Global
Competitiveness Index)

N/A

IMF World Economic Outlook Database

Change in debt-to-GDP ratio was calculated using
the mean rate of change between 2011-2015.
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GDP FLAW

DATA SOURCE

Health expenditure: USD per capita from WHO
Health outcomes: UNDP HDR
8. Accounts government
services at cost instead of value

Education Expenditure:
% of GDP spent on Education, UNESCO
GDP per capita, World Bank (USD)
Education outcomes: UNDP HDR

Prison populations per 100,000: World Prison Brief
and Institute for Criminal Policy Research
9. Lacks a ‘values’ perspective
Teacher population: World Bank
Country populations: World Bank

DATA PROCESSING
To measure the value of Government expenditure on
health we performed a linear regression on health
spending (USD per capita) and health outcomes
(Health Index score, HDR) and generated the residual
values for this relationship. Residuals show the
unexplained variation in the relation between a
dependent (health outcomes) and independent
variable (health spending). Thus, a positive residual
value shows a country has higher than predicted
health outcomes based on its level of expenditure,
whereas the opposition is true for a negative residual.
Education expenditure per capita was calculated by
applying education expenditure as a % of GDP to
GDP per capita figures in USD.
To measure the value of Government expenditure we
performed a linear regression on education spending
(USD per capita) and education outcomes (Education
Index score, HDR) and generated the residual values
for this relationship. Residuals show the unexplained
variation in the relation between a dependent
(education outcomes) and independent variable
(education spending). Thus, a positive residual value
shows a country has higher than predicted education
outcomes based on its level of expenditure, whereas
the opposition is true for a negative residual.
Teacher populations per 100,000 was calculated using the
ratio of teacher populations to total population,
expressed per 100,000 people.
The Differential growth rate in prisoner and (primary) teacher
populations was computed by calculating the rate of
change in teacher and prison populations from 20102014 and subtracting the rate for teachers from that
of prisoners
The ratio of prisoner to (primary) teacher populations was
computed by dividing the most recent prison
population data from the most recent teacher
population data

10. Lacks quality
differentiation of products and
services

WEF Executive Opinion Survey (Global
Competitiveness Index)
World Bank, World Development Indicators
UNDP HDR

N/A
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